
Diary of a Wimpy kid who made it in the end 

I planned, trained and dreamed of running the whole WHW race for three years. Every two years I 

do one sponsored race to raise money for a little Breast Cancer charity at the hospital in Perth 

where I work. This race fell two years after my last fundraising effort so it was always going to be a 

sponsored event for me. However until late last year I never knew I was going to be running it in 

memory of my niece after the Big C visited our family. During chemo she wore a variety of wigs to 

work, her favourite was a bright red one with pigtails which she said made her look like a TV 

character from her childhood called Pippi Longstocking. So my support crew and I became Team 

Pippi (much better than the original name of Team OAP!) 

I took the two days off before the race to finish all my preparations and have a good rest on the 

Friday. Of course it didn’t work out that way. The weather forecast for the race start wasn’t good at 

all, heavy rain all night. It was raining on the Thursday when I was out getting last minute supplies 

and I was wearing the waterproof jacket I planned to wear in the race. Well it leaked on the seams 

and I knew when they say heavy rain on the west coast of Scotland they mean heavy rain. Friday 

morning I dashed in to Perth to Mountain Warehouse and picked up a waterproof, breathable 

cycling jacket for £35, it was a gamble to use something untried on such an important event but I 

felt I had no choice. In the end I got no rest on the Friday but everything was organised and we 

were only 5 minutes late leaving home. We set off for Milngavie at 21:35, myself and the first half 

crew of Iain Morrison and my eldest son Richard. It was generally dry but there was torrential rain 

around Stirling, a portent of what was to come, and we arrived at Milngavie about 23:10. I 

registered, picked up my wrist band, got weighed, 71.4 kgs and collected the race t-shirts for 

myself and the crew that I’d ordered. I saw lots of people I recognised but wished they’d all stop 

saying ‘you’ll be fine’, I really didn’t feel it. I got changed into my race kit and compared to all the 

young skinny ultra-fit looking runners, lots of who weren’t actually wearing that much, I felt trussed 

up like a Christmas turkey. I had to be really strict with myself not to dump my waterproofs for a 

lightweight showerproof jacket, it was going to rain, it was going to rain hard and it was the middle 

of the night, even if I was fresh at the start I would get cold so the gamble of the untried waterproof 

was the best choice. It was my race, I had my plan and I was going to finish, maybe last, but I was 

going to finish. I had opted for Vaseline and my normal socks not waterproof socks, I tried them but 

they weren’t comfortable and as my feet were the crux of the whole race they had to be 

comfortable. I did however carry a foot repair kit of Vaseline, wetwipes, a flannel and spare dry 

socks in case of emergency. 

 

John & Lorna Mclean with the Christmas turkey 

I think all my pre-race timing at Milngavie was just right, I had long enough to sort everything out 

but not any extra time to worry – I felt sick enough already. It seemed no time before the hooter 

went and we were off. It was dry and I ran with Sue Walker as planned. I was immediately aware 



that I was struggling a bit with Sue’s pace but knew once I settled down and warmed up properly 

the nerves would stop and all would be okay. I think it started raining at about the 3 mile point and 

for me it rained for the next 40 miles. When we got to the old railway track near the Glengoyne 

Distillery it was flooded and there was no way to avoid the water. At this point my feet got soaked 

and they stayed that way until Glencoe nearly 70 miles later. By the time I got to Drymen (12 miles) 

I was more or less on my own, runners just kept going past me and I felt I was just going 

backwards. I expected the next runner to catch me up to tap me on the shoulder and inform me 

that they were the sweeper. I had a splitting headache, my running hadn’t settled into a 

comfortable pace, it all felt hard work and generally I felt really low. This wasn’t how I’d planned it, 

not at all. The climb up Conic Hill was basically a climb up a raging torrent that was pouring down 

the hillside. After the top I actually caught up with Sue and Fiona Rennie who were taking a 

cautious descent. So I got to Balmaha (19 miles) with Sue but it had taken 4:30 not the 4:15 I’d 

planned. I still had a headache and wasn’t a happy bunny. I grabbed two paracetamol and some 

food from Iain and carried on, probably my fastest pit stop ever. I spent some time with Silke 

Loehndorf between Balmaha and Rowardennan but I couldn’t keep up with her. It just wasn’t going 

right, before Drymen I’d had Bill Heirs checking to see I was okay, then I had Silke saying she 

wished she could do something to cheer me up, my discomfort must have been very obvious. Also 

I didn’t know that Iain was reporting home to his wife Fiona and my wife Anne (my second half 

support crew) how I was getting on, so they didn’t get any sleep and all looked pretty bleak. At 

Rowardennan (27 miles) I took a gamble on losing time and did foot maintenance and changed my 

socks, I swapped backpacks to a freshly filled one, Mel Sinclair and Kevin Davie (Carnegie friends) 

came and helped for which I was really grateful. Then it was goodbye to my support crew until 

Auchtertyre wigwams and the 50 mile point. I arrived at Inversnaid Hotel (34 miles) to be greeted 

by two women taking photos of me between shouting ‘come on Robin’. It was Karin McKendrick 

and her sister Brenda who I’d first met at WHW 2011 and again at the 2011 River Ayr Way 

challenge, it was great to see them, albeit too briefly. The drop bags were administered at 

Inversnaid by the Mountain Rescue team who were really great. They were well organised, kind 

and friendly and as everything else (headache gone and feet okay) was fine I wasted no time. Now 

it was the turn of the tough technical section to Beinglas Farm. I’d allowed extra time for this and 

was pleased to see that despite by foot maintenance stop at Rowardennan, whilst I hadn’t pulled 

back any of the 15 minutes I’d dropped in the first 19 miles, I wasn’t really getting much worse 

either. Generally I was about 30 minutes from disqualification. I spent a bit of time on the technical 

section with David Nicholson but after a bit he disappeared off into the distance. I really don’t think 

running the race alone was a bad thing. It wasn’t going to plan, I wasn’t happy and if I’d have been 

with other people I think I’d have been rubbish company. I got to Beinglas (41 miles) and got my 

next drop bag. My Garmin said I was 26 minutes from disqualification and I didn’t hang about. This 

was to be the third time I’d ever done the section from Beinglas up to Crianlarich (the 2011 and 

2012 Flings) and I don’t find it easy. On the climb after crossing the river at  Derry Darroch Farm I 

got to my lowest point. I got obsessed with not being able to make the time cutoff at Bridge of 

Orchy. I was mystified, I’d trained for three years for this one race and since the start I’d struggled.  

I knew it would never be easy, that just to finish was probably the best I could hope for, but my 

performance really was crap. 

Then the whole race changed. 

I got really angry.  

I was NOT going to spend the rest of the day texting all my family and friends who were willing me 

on to say that I got pulled because I was too slow.  

I was NOT going to beg people who’d sponsored me to pay me even though I hadn’t finished. 

I WAS going to give my crew the special t-shirts that I’d had printed (which they’d never seen) to 

wear at the awards ceremony. 



I think any positive mental attitude that I’d had disappeared early on in the race when I struggled 

instead of settling into a comfortable pace, then I got too fixated with checkpoint  cutoffs (especially 

Bridge of Orchy) and my poor performance.  

My race plan allowed me 14 hours to get to Auchtertyre. I wasn’t going to make 14 but I wasn’t so 

bad I’d take over 15 so I wasn’t going to think about time anymore, I was going to concentrate on 

putting one foot in front of the other as fast as I could – Relentless Forward Progress. I wasn’t worn 

out I was just slower than I’d planned and consequently I’d been beating myself up. I knew that at 

some time in the future I would look back on the whole race with fond memories – they just weren’t 

there at that moment. I also shouted out loud for strength to keep me pushing forward. 

I think I TTFU’d ( thanks twinnies ) - and I didn’t expect the result I got. 

It stopped raining, I overtook 3 people and although I didn’t cut my time deficit I got to Auchtertyre  

(50 miles) and met up with my whole support crew feeling a bit better.  

 

If this is me at Auchertyre looking ‘better’ I hate to                  

think  what I looked like at Derry Darroch farm ! 

Iain and Richard could now stand down and Anne and Fiona would take over. I got weighed had 

another pack change and I don’t think I wasted too much time at Auchtertyre, now I was allowed a 

support runner and Fiona took the first stint to get me to Tyndrum. We were told at Auchtertyre that 

there was a detour at Tyndrum through the village due to the path being closed because of 

flooding. Then about halfway to Tyndrum out of the blue there was Fabienne Thomson of Carnegie 

Harriers running towards us ! What a lovely surprise. She stayed with us for a bit, explained the 

detour to us and disappeared as quickly as she’d appeared. My strategy was for hot food from 

Tyndrum (53 miles) onwards and when we got there Anne was waiting with my requested portion 

of chips from the Real Food Café (salt no vinegar) and a large sweet tea. I didn’t manage all the 

chips but the tea didn’t even touch the sides – thank you Andrew Murray for the chips idea. Then it 

was on towards Bridge of Orchy with Anne. The improvement in my feelings continued and whilst I 

got more and more exhausted as the race progressed I certainly felt happier and was less negative 

- of course my crew may disagree 100% with this version of events ! By Bridge of Orchy (60 miles) 

I’d actually picked up about 10 minutes and was really pleased, so much so that I voluntarily 

engaged Sean, the ‘Lord of the Bridge’, in conversation and requested clarification on what kit to 

carry for the rest of the race, with that behaviour I’m surprised he allowed me to carry on ! A master 

stroke at Bridge of Orchy was a bowl on Asda instant mash with cheese and brocolli. It came in its 

own bowl and it was just a case of adding boiling water and stirring. I cleaned the bowl and wished 

I’d used it at more checkpoints (I see now why Richie Cunningham swears by mash).  



 

Looking as jolly as I can before I meet the ‘Lord of the Bridge’ 

Now it was off with Anne across Rannoch Moor whilst Iain and Richard went off to the Blackwater 

Hostel at Kinlochleven, the team race accommodation for the weekend, and Fiona went to Glencoe 

Ski Centre for the long wait for me to arrive there. 

The Rannoch Moor stage seemed all uphill but we overtook Adrian Murray-Walker and somebody 

else overtook us. However it all went okay and we arrived at Glencoe (71 miles) with 90 minutes to 

spare. Lorna Maclean was there, sadly she’d pulled out with an injury and was now supporting 

husband John, it was great to see her but I was sorry she didn’t make it. Also Fiona and Iain. Why 

did it not surprise me that Iain hadn’t gone to bed but was supporting all the way. It meant, like me, 

he’d been up about 40 hours ! At Glencoe I took the luxury of a long stop to get everything sorted 

for the second night in the mountains. A proper pit stop in a real loo ! A foot maintenance session 

(only my second in 71 miles), despite being constantly soaked my feet were fine which was really 

good as I hadn’t really had spare time to work on them at previous checkpoints. It was great to 

have dry socks and shoes on again. I changed my top base layers under my waterproof jacket to 

long sleeved and winter weight as I knew my temperature would drop. I ate some more hot food, 

pasta, okay, but not as good as the mash at Bridge of Orchy. I changed to a new freshly filled 

backpack grabbed the headtorch and was away an hour before the checkpoint closed.  

 

‘pasta, okay, but not as good as the mash’ 

Now I was feeling good and began to believe inside that barring accidents or injury a finish was 

possible. I was now on very familiar territory, having run the Devil twice and having used Glencoe 

to Fort William as a training route several times when travelling up to Fort William annually for 



Anne to run her favourite marathon at Lochaber. I’d now been up a very long time and travelled a 

long way. It was now my second night with no sleep and there were only 24 miles to go. Not 

surprisingly almost as soon as the torches were switched on the hallucinations started. There was 

the little matter of the sheep, or was it empty plastic animal feed bags in the fields at the back of 

the Kingshouse Hotel, Anne could see lichen covered rocks, rubbish ! 

 

Sheep, animal feed bags or rocks ? You decide (taken in                                                       

the daylight with no sleep deprivation at the 2012 DOTH) 

Then there was our old dog, plain as you like, snuffling around a bush. I was quite upset that Anne 

couldn’t see old Sophie Tucker (who died in 2001) ! I was concerned about the Devil’s Staircase 

but in the end although the ascent was very slow it wasn’t as bad as I’d imagined. Part way up we 

saw torches behind us and they were catching up really fast. I was surprised to see Vicky O’Reilly 

and support go past me, walking as though they were out for an afternoon stroll and making it look 

very easy. I was surprised because Vicky had passed me not long after the start and I had no idea 

she was behind me. Once we got to the top it still wasn’t easy, I knew the route but there was no 

moon at all because of the cloud, all we had was our torches to guide us and there were no 

reference points outside of the beam spread to assist us. It meant that the impression of time and 

distance covered was removed and we seemed to be getting nowhere fast. It was also difficult on 

the wide sections of track where there are definite ‘easy’ or more efficient routes over the rocks 

and you could often end up on one of the less easy lines because you just couldn’t see the whole 

picture like you can in daylight. We got off the rocks by the cottage at the start of the pipelines 

down into Kinlochleven and got on to the lovely long downhill section that ends up in the village. I 

was by now really pretty shattered and was very grumpy as we came down off the path and over 

the river onto the tarmac road through the housing estate, I remember the road being about 200 

yards and then left through the trees to the Tailrace Inn, not half a mile. I was complaining loudly to 

Anne that we’d missed the path to the Tailrace Inn, even though I could see the real tailrace 

through the trees, so we couldn’t have gone wrong, when Iain appeared out of the trees ahead of 

us. I really had lost all sense of distance. We arrived at Kinlochleven (80 miles) with 95 minutes to 

spare. I got weighed, had another pit stop in another real loo, some soup (still not as good as 

Bridge of Orchy mashed potato) and immediately began to feel sick. I dived into the loo and 

somebody was in the cubicle. I splashed water on my face head and neck. The cubicle became 

free and I went in. I have no idea how long I was in there, I know Iain shouted and woke me up ! I 

felt better so went back outside to prepare for the last leg. I have to admit to feeling somewhat 

uncomfortable under the gaze of Dr Chris Ellis and inside really wanted to get going again, 

although in reality Fiona had to ‘encourage’ me. The last minute purchase of the £35 waterproof 

cycling jacket, about 13 hours before the start of the race, was finally ditched after 80 miles and 



some 27 hours, a brilliant buy. My bottom half was fine and fresh top half garments were put on 

with a lightweight showerproof jacket. It was now Anne’s turn to get some rest after supporting me 

for 28 miles – probably the slowest 28 miles she’s ever done. An hour before the checkpoint closed 

I set off with Fiona straight into the tough climb out of Kinlochleven. It was another one I’d been 

worried about but again wasn’t actually as bad as I expected - well that’s how I remember it now! 

We got to the top and onto the long generally uphill drag of the Lairig Mor. I remember noticing a 

couple of issues, one was pain in my right knee, every step hurt. The other was my balance had 

gone and if I stopped I tended to stagger as if I’d had a few too many.  Also I wasn’t able to walk 

and do anything like eat or drink because I’d wander off line (but all you girls will just remind me 

men can never do two things at once). The result was that to refuel I had to stop, adopt a funny 

stance to avoid falling over and eat or drink (it was like being really drunk). It would have been a lot 

easier if they’d have put waymark posts across the Lairig Mor then I could’ve use them to hold me 

up ! I had no idea when these two issues started but I do remember them being more of an issue 

after Kinlochleven (Anne has since told me the balance problem started as soon as we switched 

on the headtorches after Glencoe). Somewhere near the ruined steadings on the Lairig Mor Adrian 

Murray-Walker and his support went past me, much the same as Vicky had on the Devils 

Staircase. They flew past and I had no answer to their speed. I now assumed I was last but a finish 

still looked probable so wasn’t worried, it was my race and my dream, coming last still meant I’d 

finished. I was no longer worried about the sweepers and because of my balance problem I 

couldn’t look behind me anyway. Not long afterwards two people, not making much progress, 

appeared ahead of us. I thought it was Adrian again but no, it was Neil MacRitchie and support, 

Neil was actually stopped and not in good shape. I carried on while Fiona stopped to offer 

assistance. It turned out all she could offer was Sports Beans. When she caught me up she was 

still concerned about Neil and I said it would be ironic (I’m sure I didn’t use that clever word at the 

time) if the beans gave him this massive boost and he went past me. 

 

Lairig Mor with Fiona by Wilderness Response Team 

Interestingly the halucinations started up again – in broad daylight. There was this bloke on a 

mountain bike coming down this really steep track across the other side of the glen, I almost 

convinced Fiona. Another dog that was a rock, lots of white stones with numbers and letters on 

them. Finally my favourite, after we’d passed the two Wilderness Response Team crews there 

were these two huge rocks, one either side of the path, behind each one was a photographer. The 

one of the left looked a bit like Chris Evans and the one on the right was mostly hidden by the rock 

but had dark hair. Both of them had their cameras resting on the top of the rocks waiting for the 

runners. I thought this is cool, paparazzi, I’ll be able to get a top quality picture out here near the 

finish with all the glory of the Lairig Mor behind me. I tried to straighten up, put a spring in my step 

and look good. When I got close to the rock the guys had gone, I said the Fiona ‘where are the two 



photographers?’ She thought I meant the last WRT post we’d been through and said ‘Oh they’re 

behind the rocks now’ meaning they were out of sight down the glen. So I proceeded to start 

walking round the bloody rocks looking for the non-existent photographers ! We carried on, Iain 

was at Lundrava with final supplies and we arranged to meet at Braveheart carpark for me to put 

on my Perth vest for the finish. The section after Lundrava is another one I’ve always struggled 

with, I always find it tough with its niggley little climbs that aren’t always so little and I can’t wait to 

get to the top of the logging track at Glen Nevis for the final charge to the finish. We carried on but I 

was almost stumped by the wooden steps down the side of the steep little glen at about 90 miles. 

There’s no hand rail at the top or the bottom but there is one in the middle on the left hand side. 

With my balance issues it was a pantomime. I did a controlled crash through the trees and bushes 

on the right hand side of the steps, until I was level with the hand rail. Almost went on all fours 

across the step to get to the hand rail went down the steps sideways holding on to the handrail for 

dear life. Then it stops before the bottom steps. I was attempting to go down these backwards on 

my hands and knees with Fiona helping as best she could when a voice said ‘give me your hand 

Robin and I’ll help you’. It was Neil MacRitchie – sod those Sports Beans ! Ensuring I was safe he 

went off into the distance with his support. To me it summed up everything I’ve seen and learnt 

about ultra running and the people that do it. I really like and admire Neil and I didn’t mind him 

beating me – this time. We arrived at the very last climb up through the deforested section that 

leads to the view of Ben Nevis, this time the path seemed completely different and much longer – 

even though it’s the third time I’ve run it this year. Then we were there. The top. Neil was still in 

sight about 400 metres ahead but even from that distance looking in better shape than me – for a 

start he was running. I rounded the corner to get my full glorious view of the mighty Ben – and she 

was covered in cloud ! I can’t complain I know she’s hidden a lot during the year and I’ve always 

been really lucky getting to see the fabulous view. However I still couldn’t quite believe I couldn’t 

see her on such a special day and despite the balance problem did keep looking and hoping but to 

no avail. 

 

Glen Nevis, finally a smile ! 

We were now on the very last section, just 3 to 4 miles to go and mostly downhill. This was the bit 

I’d imagined so often, me finishing my own West Highland Way race, not a training run, not 

supporting somebody else but me actually finishing the greatest race in the world. I could see Neil 

running away from me and suddenly there was Anne and Richard walking towards me. Anne got a 

quick update on my condition and it suddenly occurred to me that I was carrying paracetamol ! I 

took two to help the right knee and they kicked in very quickly and I wished I’d taken them about 3 

hours earlier so that they’d have lasted me from about Lundrava to the finish. Then ahead I saw 

Adrian Murray-Walker and his support and I was catching them. I really started to give it everything 

I had left, the race was on again, I caught and passed them, I hope I said ‘well done, we’re nearly 



there’ as I went past. I meant to and I did in my head, I hope the encouragement actually came out 

my mouth. Then, having made my passing move I knew I had to make it stick because I’d already 

seen what Adrian was capable of on the Lairig Mor a few hours before. I pushed on as fast as I 

could (which wasn’t very fast at all) and by now every foot of the route was such familiar territory, 

past the back of the campsite, past the silly path on the right just by the campsite that tells you it’s 

the WHW and leads you through woods down to the road. Along the flat bit that’s always hard after 

you’ve come downhill for so long and then suddenly you curve right through the gate and it’s 

Braveheart. There was Iain waiting. Had he ever had any sleep ? How do you thank a guy who’s 

been at every checkpoint at every race over 3 years, and often appeared when I didn’t expect him, 

Iain you’re an absolute rock. Thanks mate. 

Off came the top layers and on went the famous green and white Perth Road Runners vest in 

seconds, I knew Adrian was somewhere behind me so daren’t hang about. I had no real concept of 

race time I just sensed it wasn’t anywhere near midday (of course I could have just looked at the 

watch on my wrist). We did the last little stretch to the original end of the West Highland Way 

marker and the visitors centre, I unrolled the wee Union Flag and I was off at a run to the finish 

line. I have to admit I completely misjudged it, it was farther than I thought and I was running on 

absolutely empty, however around 10:30am on a Sunday morning Fort William is pretty busy, lots 

of traffic and tour buses and I was getting cheers and hoots of support so I daren’t stop. I ran in to 

the leisure centre car park expecting to see a finish line, there was nothing. Two blokes were by 

their car near the leisure centre entrance and I shouted ‘where’s the finish?’ they replied ‘you have 

to touch the door handle of the leisure centre’. Bugger, it was at the top of some steps, is there no 

end to the climb in this race ! As I got to the top of the steps Adrian Stott walked out of the door 

and said ‘and here’s Robin Wombill’, through the door to cheers from the small assembled crowd 

and there was Ian Beattie who congratulated me and said 33:39:51 – so it was a good job I didn’t 

give up when the last bit was longer than I remembered, it got me under 33:40 

 

                                                           Is it this way to the finish ? 

The whole adventure had started as an impossible dream in 2009, could I complete the WHW 

race, as simple as that. My dream had just become reality.  

I really wanted to savour the rest of the day, reflect on what we’d achieved, thank and hug lots of 

people, find out how friends had done, so much I wanted to do. The reality was it all rapidly 

became an exhausted blur. I got weighed 68.something kgs, I’d lost about half a stone, about 4.5% 

of my body weight. I was happy, it was on the top limit, but okay. I sat down next to Mike Raffan 

and there was Tommy O’Reilly and his wee boy Arran (looking very bored), I didn’t realise that 

Vicky was being given a massage on the other side of the room. Perth friends Robin and Cath 



Livingstone appeared. Then just how exhausted everybody in the team was surfaced, my clothes 

were at Kinlochleven, 25 miles away. Anne and Richard went to get them, I was worried about 

Anne driving as she was really tired but Richard talked to her to keep her awake. I had a massage, 

during which I fell asleep, Iain and Robin cobbled me together some clothes from my unused kit 

and it was off to the showers. The first thing I did was upset a bloke by trying to use some of his 

hair shampoo - despite having shaved my head before the race ! Part way through the shower 

Richard appeared to tell me they were back and my clothes were available. I was able to distribute 

the t-shirts I’d had printed for the team to wear at the awards ceremony. I got dressed with my 

Black Stewart kilt and black compression socks as my hose ! The next thing I remember was 

getting to the awards ceremony 15 minutes late – good job I was almost last – to find there were 

no seats left at all. I sat on the floor next to Neil MacRitchie, but we were both uncomfortable so we 

just lay flat of the floor and clapped as people received their awards. It reminded me of a scene 

from Gregory’s Girl when John Gordon-Sinclair and Claire Grogan were lying on the ground and he 

was dancing. However I had to get up and get to a point where I could see people as all my friends 

received their awards and I enthusiastically joined in with the noise, good job my balance seemed 

to have recovered, and a special moment was Pauline Walker getting her 10th goblet. Your turn 

next year Fiona. All my friends did brilliant times and I was really pleased for them. I was surprised 

to find out how many hadn’t finished and that of the 172 starters I was 117th out of 119 finishers, so 

I never was actually last at any point and my fear of the sweepers was unfounded. I received my 

award from John Kynaston and as I left the limelight I heard my name shouted – it was Sarah 

Robertson who I ran most of the Fling with this year and her partner Neil Rutherford had just been 

photographing me. These were the special moments.  

 

Team Pippi, Richard, Anne, me, Iain and Fiona 

After the ceremony I remember talking to people but it was all a bit of a blur. With my speed (or 

lack of it) none of the crew had had much sleep or food and we went to the Brewers Fayre for 

lunch. I fell asleep on the loo (again), I ate 3 chips and fell asleep at the table and decided I’d be 

better sleeping in the car while the others ate. I woke up about 3 or 4 miles from the Kinlochleven 

bunkhouse feeling very sick. I was convinced Anne was driving like a racing driver going round all 

the bends about 80 mph, she was actually doing about 25 (or so she insists) and as I write this I 

wonder if maybe it was the balance problem again. I remember being helped (by this I mean 

almost carried) by Anne and Fiona from the car to the bunkhouse and being put to bed. It was 

about 3:30pm Sunday 24th June and I’d been up since 7:00am on Friday 22nd over 56 hours, 

maybe that’s why I was so tired. Anne had to work next day so after some sleep she and Richard 

left for home, Richard’s job was to ensure they got there safely, which they did. Fiona and Iain 

woke me at 7:30pm and we went for something to eat. In the Tailrace Inn a Euro 2012 football 

match was about to start so we gave it a miss and went to the Highland Retreat which provided 



exactly what we all needed. I don’t want to eat after an ultra but I know I must. I looked at their 

menu and they had Scottish Salmon with new potatoes, veg and salad. I just demolished it, and 

then we had pudding as well. We went back to the bunkhouse and I found all my ‘stuff’ like my 

mobile and money. I finally texted my family down south, however, I didn’t know that they’d been 

following the WHW website and already knew that I’d finished okay. I went to bed again, not in the 

least bit tired, and went out like a light. I remember waking up twice in the night and turning over, it 

was agony, I had to physically turn my legs with my hands. As usual after an ultra I was wide 

awake early about 6:00am. I got up, had a coffee in the kitchen/lounge and went for a walk to get 

the legs moving again. I walked up the pipeline for a bit and looked at the view of the village, was it 

really only just over 20 hours ago that I’d seen the same view - probably not because it was pretty 

dark the first time ! Then I wondered how the hell I was going to walk down the path back to the 

village, I did, very slowly. I did about two miles and ended up at the Co-op that was open. I wanted 

chocolate, nuts, coke and some fresh fruit salad. My attempts were so pathetic that the guy came 

from behind the till, asked me what I wanted and went and shopped for me ! That’s your caring, 

sharing, Co-op in action. I went back to the bunkhouse to eat my fruit salad and have another 

coffee. I met a Swiss girl walking the WHW and a mountain climber from the north of England and 

it took me back to my Youth Hostelling days as a youngster, total strangers chatting happily the 

bond being the love of the area you’re in.  

We left for the journey home although I could have happily stayed, I just didn’t want it all to end. 

We stopped at the Real Food Café and met up with half the race. Ken and Sue Walker, Victoria 

and Ian Shanks, Donald Sandeman and we got home sometime in the afternoon.  

How can I thank all the people who helped me live a dream. To everyone I know my family and 

friends, to all the runners, race organisers and marshals without your help, advice, support and 

encouragement I’d never have made it. The biggest thanks must go to my support crew, they’ve 

supported me for the last three years and put up with me when I’ve visited the dark places, it really 

was a team effort, without them I had no chance. Finally it was to my niece Heather I shouted out 

to for some of her strength at Derry Darroch Farm and she gave it to me. Thanks Pippi. 

 

Heather Nicholson aka Pippi Longstocking 1965 - 2011 


